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Introduction
Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) are vital to a financial
institution’s (FI) service delivery and marketing communications.
According to the World Bank, there are close to 3.5 million ATMs
in use worldwide.1 Billions of transactions are carried out and
processed every day with the help of ATMs, making them a key
staple of the Omnichannel banking experience today’s customers
have come to expect.
Given the sensitivity of the data they transact, it is critical for
ATMs to have a secure network connection. Traditionally, FIs have
relied on the existing branch network to connect ATMs to financial
payment gateways or processors. This was, historically, costeffective and easy to do.
However, changes to industry requirements in recent years have
made this implementation harder to navigate. This is because
networks in which ATMs share connectivity with other systems and
devices create vulnerabilities for the Cardholder Data Environment
(CDE). Thus, they are not deployed without extensive work, costs,
and compensating controls. Payment Card Industry (PCI) standards,
developed and mandated by the major credit card brands, have
established requirements that further complicate matters and can
be difficult to interpret, implement, and uphold.
In order to overcome these challenges, a growing number of banks
and credit unions are isolating the ATM or CDE on a standalone,
PCI-compliant network. By doing so, they greatly reduce cardholder
risk and ensure sensitive data only traverses pathways designed to
handle it. ATM network isolation allows FIs to deploy ATMs and CDE
devices on a separate, completely isolated network. This means
no shared connectivity with anything on the branch network.
Furthermore, due to the popularity and capabilities of Managed
Network Services Providers (MNSP), many banks and credit unions
are enlisting third-party vendors to handle the entire ATM isolation
implementation including deployment, monitoring, and lifecycle
management.
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The ATM in Omnichannel Banking
The increasing popularity of web-based banking and mobile
applications has helped establish the ATM as a “physical bank”
for today’s consumer. In order to accommodate every customer,
FIs deploy ATMs at various locations including branch and
remote sites. The standard ATM debit/credit card, with a 16-digit
Personal Account Number (PAN), ensures customers can access
their account so the FI can properly route the transaction for
authorization. However, executing such transactions requires a
crucial component: secure connectivity to financial networks.

ATM Complexity

Traditional

Modern

Cash withdrawls • Account balance checks
Printed Recepits • Limited cash deposits

ITM • Video tellers • New accounts • Multi-media • Alarm panels • Check imaging • Bill payments • Money transfers • License
renewal • ATM-as-a-Service • Information services • International remittances • Targeted marketing and advertising

The pervasiveness of hacking, viruses, and malware has led to
scrutiny around network decision-making. Furthermore, skimmers,
pinhole cameras, and other devices used to illegally capture PIN
entry and other customer data are now more common than ever.
Modern branches bring a whole new array of devices and emerging
technologies that introduce risk such as digital display signs, Wi-Fi
for both corporate and customer use, tablets used by bankers,
self-service kiosks, and other similarly connected devices. Many of
these devices share connectivity and may expose the network and
its components to vulnerability.

Since theft, fraud, and hacking can come from inside the network,
it is critical for FIs to protect transactions from internal vectors
as well. Tighter security controls now exist for ATMs; software
has improved and anti-virus/anti-malware protection has become
standard. While such controls help protect the ATM, they are not
100� effective against all attacks. ATMs on the branch network
render the entire branch, and possibly the entire organization, inscope for PCI auditing.

Without adequate segmentation, the entire
network is in-scope for PCI auditing.
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The and
PCI
ATMWhy it is Important
The PCI Data Security Standard was developed by the founding
payment brands of the PCI Security Standards Council, including
VISA, American Express, Discover Financial Services, JCB
International, and MasterCard, to help facilitate broad adoption
of consistent global data security measures.2 Such measures are
vital for ATM operators to understand given the sensitive card data
ATMs process.

Is your branch up
to date? PCI version
3.2 has over 250
sub-requirements

For better or worse, most payment systems are still tied to the
16-digit PAN. Indeed, the PCI standard was established in part to
protect the security and integrity of this number. The nature of
payments, and structure of our financial systems, means that this
format is unlikely to change any time soon.
PCI version 3.2, released in April 2016, contains over 250 subrequirements.3 These guidelines can be complicated to understand
and even more difficult for a bank or credit union to implement.
On top of that, security controls and protocols must be regularly
tested to ensure continual compliance with the standard.

TheConsequences
ATM
The
of a PCI Breach
The cost of a PCI-related breach can be substantial. In recent
years, both Target and Home Depot were victims of highly
publicized breaches. With Target, attackers were able to gain entry
via an HVAC system connected to the network and steal cardholder
data from a database, affecting more than 40 million customers.45
The company spent over $200 million on legal and settlement
costs related to the breach.67 However, this number does not
account for the indirect losses in sales and revenue associated with
declining consumer confidence and reputational damage. The Home
Depot breach was similarly devastating, affecting over 50 million
customers and costing the company nearly $200 million.89
A bank or credit union affected by a major PCI-related breach
would potentially have to reissue their entire card base to avoid
facing legal action from consumers or partner institutions for failing
to protect cardholder data.

In the case of a mass reissue, even just the card plastic will be
expensive since an EMV chip must be embedded and programmed.
Beyond that, customers need to be notified, and the shift in
confidence will likely result in accounts being closed, creating a
permanent loss for the bank or credit union. In addition, payment
brands such as VISA and MasterCard, which have their own
reputations to safeguard, have authority to pull their agreements
from non-compliant FIs.

PCI-related breaches
can cost millions
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The Role of the PCI Audit
PCI audits can be triggered in a variety of ways. Most FIs have
an independent internal audit department which typically reports
directly to the board or a supervisory committee. Independent
accountability helps ensure the department can effectively assess
and understand the institution’s risk appetite, and report findings to
management. The scope of internal auditing within an organization
is broad and includes compliance with laws and regulations. The
internal audit department may determine that proactive selfinspection of PCI compliance is warranted, in part, to work towards
and achieve PCI compliance before an outside source requests it.
As a result, they can help the organization better manage risk.

Finally, the FDIC and NCUA, as the primary insurers of banks
and credit unions, can enforce adherence to industry norms,
compliance standards, applicable laws, and regulatory
requirements. Their power is vast: they can shut down FIs deemed
to be too high risk for consumers. Additionally, the FDIC or NCUA
themselves may require PCI audits during regular assessments of
an institution. Often, they will advise in advance that adherence to
PCI will be part of the next audit review.10111213 These forewarnings
are invaluable in affording the FI time to prepare. Specifically,
banks and credit unions can determine to what extent they are in
compliance, find any gaps, and take preventative steps before the
audit, reducing noted exceptions.

Card brands want proper controls in place to protect the integrity
of their networks, customers, and brand names. They may require
regular reporting on PCI compliance as part of their agreement.
This could include a self-assessment questionnaire or a report from
an independent, external auditor.

Why ATM Network Isolation is the Best Approach
The ATM
While standard network segmentation is a step in the right
direction, the added implementation infrastructure can increase
the amount of networking equipment required to support the
branch. This includes the necessary dedicated switches and
firewalls to regulate the ATM or CDE, containing it from the rest of
the branch network. Furthermore, while segmentation does reduce
PCI scope on the branch network, it often increases complexity,
implementation costs, and internal IT responsibilities.
Undoubtedly, the most comprehensive solution is achievable
with an isolated ATM or CDE network. In this configuration, an
entirely separate network is deployed – one which does not share
connectivity with any branch devices or machines. ATM network
isolation offers the kind of physical separation from the branch
network that standard segmentation does not provide, and at the
same time demands fewer IT resources.

Another benefit to ATM isolation concerns the customer
experience. If a flat, interconnected network loses connectivity,
every device on that network will lose functionality, negatively
affecting customers. In an isolated configuration, even if the main
branch network loses connectivity, the ATM can still function. By
isolating the ATM to its own network, the FI can ensure customers
have access to account services regardless of the branch
network’s status.

Ensure customers
have access to their
account
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Outsourcing Isolation
PCI compliance is a requirement for all FIs. However, managing the
networking details in order to reduce PCI scope can be complicated
and costly. Indeed, many branches have been around since before
PCI was even a consideration, and their legacy infrastructure is
still deeply entrenched in operations. The ongoing, direct support
of networking hardware, connections, and devices requires staff,
resources, and time, all of which add to an FI’s costs. As a result,
banks and credit unions must evaluate how they want to direct
efforts and resources toward meeting PCI requirements.
Thankfully, modern Managed Network Services Providers have
made offloading or outsourcing CDE network isolation less
complicated and more achievable. An increasing number of FIs are
using PCI-compliant, 3rd party vendors who can isolate the CDE
for them, ensuring compliance and reducing the scope of an audit.
This approach frees the institution from the burden of having to
troubleshoot the networking details and changes on their own.

The widespread adoption of cellular wireless technology for ATM
connectivity has made the transition to CDE isolation even easier.
Wireless routers designed specifically for ATMs can be rapidly
deployed and installed, getting an isolated network up and running
immediately. While cellular has led the way, some scenarios or
configurations may require alternate types of connectivity. One
example is an ITM network that delivers video traffic via fixed line
service and ATM traffic via PCI-compliant cellular.
MNSPs offer a crucial benefit in this regard, possessing the
resources and expertise to manage multiple connectivity circuits
and associated vendors. This allows the provider to implement
the most appropriate network across a diverse ATM environment.
With an MNSP managing network isolation, financial institutions can
reduce PCI audit scope and focus resources and time on their
core business.

Managed Network Services Providers have made network isolation less
complicated and more achievable.
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